Make A List,
Check It Twice!
WE B I N A R Take It From The Pros: Advice to Make This Holiday Season Everything Nice

Holiday shopping is starting earlier for consumers. Aim to “sleigh”
your holiday email marketing planning and strategy starting at least
by October to capitalize on the early holiday shopping trend.
Using either your domain’s DMARC reporting mechanism or even manual
verification, make sure all your mail is authenticating properly with SPF
and DKIM protocols.
Stay off the mailbox providers “naughty list” by avoiding purchased lists,
co-registrations, and third-party acquisition sources to grow your email file.
The risks far outweigh the rewards and can leave you with coal instead of cash
in your stocking.
Good tidings to you! Consider using an email validation vendor to help validate
and “tidy” up your list.
Spread holiday cheer by incorporating seasonal themes, subject lines, emojis,
and content, but avoid changing your brand identity and email FROM address
and IP addresses leading up to the holidays.
Take inventory of your sending IP addresses and assess how many you need to
support your desired peak-sending mail volume.
Reach your customers by creating enticing and personalized
content to meet their individual preferences and stand out in
the inbox.
Beat the holiday rush by having a clear and agreed upon
campaign calendar, and identify flagship campaigns that
will support your holiday marketing efforts.

Begin to scale and increase volume in advance of peak sending days. Spike
your eggnog, not your email volume, which can lead to your mail being
throttled or blocked.
Schedule large campaigns at off-hour intervals to avoid the
holiday hustle and bustle of inbound mail to major mailbox
providers.
Don't be a Grinch! Offer a robust preference center to allow
subscribers to dictate frequency and content they want.
For large peak-sending-day campaigns, front-load your most engaged and
loyal subscribers to help boost positive sender reputation out of the gate.
Win back or re-permission unengaged subscribers months in advance to
avoid negative impacts to reputation and delivery during the holiday season.
Track your email performance by creating automated alerts and reports to be
sent daily on email performance, deliverability issues, and engagement.
Create and define mitigation plans with your ESP and ensure you have the
right team assembled. Speed is critical in resolving issues during peak
season, so you can get back to enjoying your friends and family.
Document and record processes, templates, and planning,
and be sure to analyze results to use as a benchmark for
next year’s holiday season.
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